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•

Global inflationary pressures continue to impact international economies and
economic policies. The ongoing war in Ukraine continues to threaten the security
of gas supply to Europe; and highlights Qatar’s strategic importance as an LNG
provider.

•

Qatar’s GDP is expected to grow by 3.6% in 2022. This is being driven to an
increasing degree by non-oil activity, which is expected to grow 5% this year, largely
due to FIFA World Cup related activity.

•

The residential real estate sector has witnessed strong growth in rents during Q2,
with apartments seeing the highest increases. A spike in short-term demands
ahead of FIFA World Cup has seen some asking rents increase by more than 30%
year-on-year.

•

The supply of residential accommodation for fans visiting Qatar for the World Cup
in November has been the focus of significant attention in 2022. In May, Barwa
confirmed a 6 month lease on the new Barahat Al Janoub affordable housing
scheme, to provide one of the largest concentrations of fan housing for the World
Cup – with almost 17,000 rooms available.

•

In June, Qatar Chamber met with a delegation of the National Real Estate
Committee in the Federation of Saudi Chambers to review ties and enhance cooperation between the states and further investment opportunities in the real estate
sector.

•

In June, UDC became the first listed real estate company to issue its Environmental,
Social and Governance report to QSE, illustrating a shift in Qatar’s real estate focus
towards sustainability and environmentally friendly technologies.

•

According to the Planning and Statistics Authority there was a 26% year-on-year
fall in the number of real estate sales trancactions by the end of May. The overall
value of real estate sales activity fell by 40% over that same period.
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Figure 1

No. of real estate transactions in Qatar, Oct 2017 – May 2022
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Economic Overview
Global demand for oil and gas and World Cuprelated activity to drive GDP growth in 2022
Oxford Economics is maintaining its 2022 Qatar GDP growth
forecast at 3.6%. This estimate is based on continued non-oil
activity strength, as evidenced in the latest PMI survey and
tourism statistics. The outlook has become slightly less positive
about oil sector growth prospects over the past month amid
pressure on output, although recent LNG deals awarded for the
expansion of the North Field gas project bolster a positive
medium-term outlook.
The rise in the PMI survey to a record-high 67.5 in May
underscores the strength of business conditions in the non-oil
private sector. And with World Cup preparations set to support
activity in the coming months, Oxford Econoimics have nudged
up their projection for non-oil GDP growth this year by 0.1ppt, to
5%.
Budget data for Q1 shows a slower rise in spending compared
to the previous quarter, as authorities approach oil and gas
windfall revenue cautiously, leading to the largest quarterly
budget surplus since 2014. With hydrocarbon receipts likely to
remain buoyant in the coming months, albeit moderating in Q4,
a fiscal surplus of 9.1% of GDP has been projected in 2022.
Increasingly, firms are passing along rising costs onto
consumers. Inflation rose to 5.2% y/y in May, from 4.7% in April,
with a sharp rise in recreation activities but also the food,
transport, and housing segments contributing to the surge.
Although Oxford Economics think that annual inflation is nearing
its peak, with rising prices becoming broad-based across the
consumer basket, they have lifted their 2022 CPI forecast to
3.9% (from 3.3% previously). They see inflation falling back to
2% in 2023.
Against this backdrop, Qatar's central bank will raise interest
rates further, mirroring the higher rate path in the US, after the
25bp hike in mid-March. As a result, OE expects the policy rate
to rise by a total of 175bp this year.
Qatar's central bank followed in the footsteps of the US Federal
Reserve in raising interest rates by 75bps in June. With the Fed
signalling a further hike of similar magnitude at its July meeting,
domestic interest rates will rise toward 4% in H2, which will likely
contribute to slower growth in 2023.
(Economics Overview insight provided by Oxford Economics
Country Economic Forecast as of June 2022).
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GDP (QAR million) and Real GDP growth (%), 2014 - 2021
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Figure 3

Consumer Price Index & Consumer Price Inflation (%),
2014 – 2021 (2018=100)
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Figure 4

Real Estate Pricing Index, Q1 2011– Q1 2022 (base 100 –
Q1 2009)
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Prime rents in West Bay range from QAR 100 to QAR 120 per
sqm per month exclusive of service charges. Office spaces
leased as 'shell and core' can be secured for as little as QAR 60
per sq m per month in some areas of central Doha, where
vacancy rates are climbing. Office suites in Lusail typically
command rent of between QAR 75 and QAR 100 per sq m per
month.
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Figure 6

Overall supply by district (2022) (Sqm Millions)
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As the office market feels the impact of the significant increase
in supply over the past decade, the development of new office
projects is likely to slow in the coming years. Projects currently
under construction in the Downtown Lusail area will increase
supply to more than one million sq m of GLA in the area;
however, there are already signs of speculative office
developments being put on hold, with alternative land-use
options being considered.

2.0

Al Sadd

Qatar Energy’s new headquarters in West Bay has been
opening on a phased basis throughout 2022. It comprises more
than 200,000 sq m or office space and will house Qatar Energy
and affiliated companies. The relocation of Qatar Energy from
various locations throughout Doha to the new HQ in West Bay
is likely to result in an increase in vacancy rates in secondary
locations.

3.0

B/C/D Ring

Cushman and Wakefield estimate that the supply of purposebuilt office accommodation in Qatar has now reached
approximately 5.3 million sq m. The Al Dafna/West Bay district
has the largest concentration of supply with approx. 1.8 million
sq m of gross leasable area in more than 70 buildings.
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As rents have become more affordable, demand for offices is
increasingly for Grade A accommodation, most notably in Lusail.
Many lesser-quality vacant office buildings in central Doha's
traditional office areas are struggling to find tenants and are
commonly facing extended vacancy periods.

5.0

Old Salata

Having fallen by more than 50% between 2015 and 2021, office
rents have largely plateaued with the highest rents in the market
being sought in West Bay and Msheireb Downtown. There has
been very limited demand for shell-and-core office space over
the past three years, and this type of accommodation is
available throughout Doha with rent free incentives to subsidise
tenant fit-out costs.

6.0

Msheireb

The office market in Qatar has been relatively subdued in recent
months, with most leasing activity involving small suites of less
than 200 sq m.

Total office supply, Doha (million sqm) Y/E 2014 - 2021

Lusail

Office rents remain stable after an extended period
of decline

Figure 5

West Bay

Office Market Overview
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Figure 7

Office rents by district (QAR/sqm/month), 2014 – Q2 2022
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Residential rents soar ahead of 2022 World Cup,
with apartments seeing the highest increases

Figure 8
Residential house sales, Qatar, July 2017 – May 2022
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Following growth of 5-7% in Q1, the pace of residential rent
increases accelerated in April and May as landlords took
advantage of a spike in demand related to the FIFA World Cup
in November and December.
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By June, Cushman and Wakefield estimate that apartment rents
had, on average, increased by 30%+ on the same time last year.
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Rental increases are being driven by demand for
accommodation ahead of the World Cup, with tens of thousands
of apartments being reserved both for fans and staff
accommodation for companies providing World Cup-related
services.
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The impact of rental increases has been most evident in the
apartment sector rents in prime districts. Typical two-bedroom,
semi-furnished apartments in Porto Arabia, which had been
available for QAR 10,000 – QAR 12,000 in 2021 are now leasing
for QAR 13,000 – QAR 15,000.
In central districts such as Bin Mahmoud, apartment rents have
typically increased by between QAR 2,000 and QAR 3,000 since
2021, reflecting an increase of more than 30% in some cases.
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Residential Market Overview

Source: Planning and Statistics Authority

Figure 9

Apartment & villa supply, Qatar, 2014 – 2022
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Villa compounds have also seen an increase in rents over recent
months; however, as many of these properties already
benefitted from high occupancy and long term tenants, rental
increases have been more modest than in apartment buildings.
Uplifts of between 3% and 10% have been common in recent
lease renewals.
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The surge in rent is based on a short-term World Cup-related
spike in demand, with rents expected to fall again in 2023 as
demand subsides and available properties return to the market.
This has led to an increasing trend in landlords insisting on twoyear leases for apartments over recent months.
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There is also an increasing trend in tenants not having their
leases renewed on request, as some landlords look to vacate
their properties and capitalise on inflated World Cup rents.
According to statistics released by the Planning and Statistics
Authority, the number of residential sales transactions fell by
19% over the first five months of the year compared to the
corresponding period last year. This followed a year on year fall
of 30% in December. These statistics indicate that the pace of
residential property sales has slowed since an initial surge in
activity following the introduction of Law No.16 of 2018, which
saw non-Qatari’s take advantage of the changes to ownership
laws in areas such as Lusail.
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Figure 10

Apartment rental trends, Bin Mahmoud (QAR/month), 2014
– Q2 2022
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Hospitality Market Overview

A strong increase in visitor numbers from GCC
Countries boosts the hospitality sector

Figure 11

Hotel keys by classification, Q2 2022
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Visitor numbers to Qatar continue to recover in 2022 following
the impact of COVID-19 on the tourism sector. According to the
Planning and Statistics Authority (PSA), visitor arrivals to Qatar
in May 2022 were recorded at 166,090, which is a 9.7 fold
increase on the same month in 2021.
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Over the past 12 months, there has been a steady increase in
visitors from within the GCC. Official PSA figures show that GCC
visitors made up 54% of arrivals in May, up from 40% the
previous year. This reflected an increase of almost 83,000 GCC
visitors throughout the month.
Overall occupancy rates fell for the year to April fell from 61% to
44% and remained on par with May 2021 at 58%; however, the
statistics for 2021 excluded a substantial number of hotels that
were utilized as quarantine facilities throughout the year.
Throughout the COVID-19 period it is estimated that 35% of
demand was generated by quarantine requirements. As the
months progress, this demand is being replaced by traditional
business and leisure tourism, which is building ahead of the
FIFA World Cup in November and December.
Overall, average daily rates increased marginally in May from
QAR 496 to QAR 507; however, the 5 star sector recorded a fall
from QAR 813 to QAR 686.
The most recent publication of hotel statistics by NTC (2021
Annual Report) showed that Qatar's hotel room supply reached
29,386 by year-end, which reflected a 6% compound annual
growth rate since 2015. By 2026, the overall supply of hotel keys
is expected to reach 50,000.
Cushman and Wakefield expect up to 4,500 new hotel keys to
be delivered to the market throughout 2022, with most targeting
opening dates in Q3. This new supply, combined with existing
hotel supply, and serviced apartment supply is expected to
deliver approximately 37,000 keys, or 45,000 rooms for the
World Cup. New supply has been relatively limited this year to
date, with Le Royal Meridian being the most notable addition to
the market in Q2.
Qatar will benefit from a unique opportunity to promote and
expand tourism by hosting the FIFA World Cup in 2022. We
expect tourism from global markets to grow significantly in the
next five years, while the return of the Saudi market will also
boost tourist arrivals. Strong growth in tourism numbers will be
required to support occupancy rates and revenues as supply
continues to grow.
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Figure 12

Hotel Occupancy & ADR YTD 2022 v 2021 (% & QAR)
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Figure 13

Tourist arrivals, GCC & RoW, 2014 – 2021
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Retail Market Overview

Place Vendome, Qatar’s third super-regional mall,
opened its doors in April

Figure 14

Organised retail supply, Qatar (sqm/millions) year-end
2014 – 2022(f)
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The most notable development in the retail real estate market in
Qatar in Q2 was the opening of Place Vendome in Lusail in April.
With a reported GLA of 230,000 sq m, Place Vendome
represents the third Super-Regional mall in Qatar after Mall of
Qatar and Doha Festival City and is the first major mall (50,000
sq m + GLA) to open in Qatar since Tawar Mall in 2018.
Overall supply of organised retail accommodation within malls in
in Qatar has now reached 1.7 million sq m. This supply excludes
hypermarkets and supermarets with ancillary convenience
stores. New supply reflects an increased of more 160% since
2015, and has created an oversupply, which has become
increasingly evident since 2018.
Occupancy rates in the 19 largest malls in Qatar has dropped to
approx. 80%. A two-tiered market has emerged whereby a
selection of malls attract high footfall and are maintaining rental
levels and occupancy, with other malls struggling to attract the
same level of tenants and shoppers.
Despite increasing pressure on occupancy rates, new
developments have significantly increased the quality of retail
real estate on offer in Qatar, with new malls focussing on higher
quality restaurants, entertainment, and leisure to complement
their retail offering
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Figure 15

Average retail mall occupancy (%) & average rents for line
units (QAR), Doha 2014 – Q2 2022
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Generous rent free incentives, fit-out contributions and turnover
rent arrangements are on offer in many developments to attract
tenants and build occupancy. Some of the busier malls have
phased out rental incentives as footfall and retail spending
recovers after the lifting of most COVID-19 related restrictions.
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Global supply chain issues in obtaining building materials
continue to delay the opening of new retail units in Qatar.
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New retail/F&B supply expected to open in Qatar in 2022
includes Doha Oasis (Printemps), Giardino Mall, 04 Mall,
Waddan Mall, Commercial Boulevard and the MENA District in
Doha Port.
Headline rents for line units in Doha's busier malls are typically
between QAR 200 and QAR 250 per sq m per month. Rental
incentives have been phased out to a large degree in Doha's
busier malls; however, significant discounts and turnover rents
are still available in malls with higher vacancy as landlords look
to increase occupancy.
Outside of the main retail malls, high street showrooms, local
convenience retail, and F&B destinations are typically available
to lease for between QAR 90 and QAR 150 per sq m per month.
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Figure 16

Organised supply by retail mall Q2 2022
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Disclaimer
This report has been produced by Cushman & Wakefield for use by those with an interest in commercial property
solely for information purposes. It is not intended to be a complete description of the markets or developments to
which it refers. The report uses information obtained from public sources which Cushman & Wakefield believe to
be reliable, but we have not verified such information and cannot guarantee that it is accurate and complete. No
warranty or representation, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the
information contained herein and Cushman & Wakefield shall not be liable to any reader of this report or any third
party in any way whatsoever. All expressions of opinion are subject to change. The data contained in this report is
based upon that collected by Cushman & Wakefield. Our prior written consent is required before this report can be
reproduced in whole or in part.
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